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What’s the point? *
• The USA should build a new particle collider

– particle accelerators are engines for scientific discovery

– particle accelerator technology is a driver for advanced manufacturing

• colliders are fundamentally more complex than fixed-target systems

– important for USA & a contribution to the international community

• Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) is the only serious contender

– if the USA doesn’t build the EIC, then the necessary expertise will be lost

– to support advanced manufacturing in the USA, support the EIC

• New paradigm:  experiment & simulation & machine learning

– ubiquitous:  e.g. see Dan Laney (LLNL) presentation, this workshop

– particle accelerator community in early stages of this paradigm shift

• further development is required for on-going success of the field

• RadiaSoft vision:  a free, open source CAE Gateway – Sirepo
– near-term:  reproducible computing for accelerator design codes

• containerization + HPC cloud = instantaneous collaboration

– contribute to the development of machine learning techniques

* Instructions from the session organizer:  Be bold, controversial, provocative, visionary and inspiring.
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Outline

• Overview of large particle accelerator facilities

– high-energy physics

– energy production

– nuclear physics

– X-ray light sources

• Examples of machine learning applications:  

– particle accelerator control systems

– virtual diagnostics

• Reproducibility for particle accelerator design codes

– containerization

– cloud computing

– UI design

• “Electron cooling” for proposed electron-ion collider

– plans for use of machine learning
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Particle Accelerators for High-Energy Physics

• The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
– most complicated & sophisticated system constructed by humanity

– 7 TeV proton-proton (upgraded to 14 TeV)

– succeeded in its primary goal:   to discover the Higgs Boson

• The High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC is being designed

– 10x higher intensity;  many R&D challenges must be solved
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Future High-Energy Colliders (proposed)

• All need new technology, R&D, software to succeed

– Europe:  Future Circular Collider
• see schematic to the right

• 100  TeV    p/p

• 350 GeV  e-/e+

– China:  Circular e-/e+ Collider

• aka  Super Proton-Proton Collider

• parameters comparable to FCC

– Japan:  International Linear Collider (ILC)

• see schematic below

• ~1 TeV  e-/e+

https://fcc.web.cern.ch

https://www.linearcollider.org/ILC

https://fcc.web.cern.ch/
https://www.linearcollider.org/ILC
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High-Energy Particle Accelerators in the US

• Fermilab primarily addresses the “Intensity Frontier”

– Protons on fixed targets to produce neutrinos, muons

– challenge:  keep beam losses constant, yet increase protons on target

S. Nagaitsev, “Status of FNAL accelerator complex,” 47th Annual Fermilab Users Meeting (11 June 2014).
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The Intensity Frontier & High-Power Proton Linacs

• several important science and energy applications
– all involve high-power proton beams at ~1 GeV

– all are neutron spallation sources (high-Z target)

• waste-free nuclear power

• transmute nuclear waste

• science user facilities

– SNS (ORNL)

– ESS (Sweden)

S. Sheehy, “Applications of Accelerators,” Oxford University (June 11, 2016).
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Electron-Ion Collider (proposed)

• Consensus of the international nuclear physics community

– How are the sea quarks and gluons, and their spins, distributed in space 

and momentum inside the nucleon?

– Where does the saturation of gluon densities set in?

– How does the nuclear environment affect the distribution of quarks and 

gluons and their interactions in nuclei?

3-10 GeV

8-100 GeV

8 GeV
Linac

Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) Jefferson Lab (JLab)

“Electron-Ion Collider: The next QCD frontier – Understanding the glue that binds us all,” Eur. Phys. J. A (2016) 52: 268
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X-ray Light Sources:  electron synchrotrons

• 3rd-generation light source facilities

– ~3 GeV electrons

– synchrotron radiation in dipole magnets, other “insertion devices”

– radiation is largely incoherent

• 4th-generation facilities

– higher-quality electron beams;  radiation is partially coherent

https://www.bnl.gov/ps/nsls2/about-NSLS-II.php

https://lightsources.org

https://www.bnl.gov/ps/nsls2/about-NSLS-II.php
https://lightsources.org/
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X-ray Light Sources:  free electron lasers (FEL)

T. Raubenheimer for LCLS-II Project Team, “The LCLS-II: A New CW X-ray FEL Facility at SLAC” International FEL Conf. (2014).

Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC, https://lcls.slac.stanford.edu/overview

~10 GeV electrons;  linear accelerator;   radiation is coherent (transverse)

https://lcls.slac.stanford.edu/overview
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Machine Learning for Particle Accelerators

• Virtual diagnostics

– intercepting beam diagnostics are very informative

• however, this disrupts operation & cannot be used routinely

– machine learning can be used to develop virtual diagnostics

• i.e. models to reproduce information from missing diagnostics

• for operators, control systems, machine tuning, interlocks, etc.

– pre-train neural network w/ simulations & update w/ data

• Improving online physics models for the control system

– these models must be fast, so they tend to be simple

– train neural network on slower high-fidelity models

• improves value of fast/simple models without loss of speed

– how does this work in practice?

• high fidelity physics simulations run off-line on HPC resources

• resulting ‘dataset’ is used to train neural network surrogate model
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Recent example:  an e- linac at Fermilab

• 9-cell SRF cavities

– beam accelerated to 35 MeV

– max possible is 50 MeV

Fermilab Accelerator Science & Technology (FAST) facility:    https://fast.fnal.gov

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/science/particle-accelerators/fast.html

• photocathode RF e- source 

– solenoid and bucking coil

– beam accelerated to 4 MeV

https://fast.fnal.gov/
http://www.fnal.gov/pub/science/particle-accelerators/fast.html
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Preliminary Neural Network (NN) Performance

• NN shows good agreement 

w/ simulated validation data

– horiz. & vert. e- beam emittance 

(predicted & real, overlapping)

• Comparison w/ validation 

and test ‘data’

– initially, only simulated 

data was used for NN 

training

– currently updating the 
model with measured 

data
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Next steps:  NN prediction of measurements

• Prior to updating the NN with 

measurements…

– agreement isn’t good

• Future plans include –

– finish updating the model 

with experimental data

– higher-fidelity simulations

– increase size of simulation 

dataset to include:

• bunch charge

• bunch length

• rf cavity phases

• rf cavity fields

J.P. Edelen, A.L. Edelen & D. Edstrom, ”Neural network modeling and virtual diagnostics at FAST,” presented at ICFA Beam 

Dynamics Mini-Workshop: Machine Learning Applications for Particle Accelerators (SLAC, 2018).

A.L. Edelen, S.G. Biedron, S.V. Milton & J.P. Edelen, , ”First steps towards incorporating image based diagnostics into particle

accelerator control systems using convolutional neural networks,” Proc. North American Part. Accel. Conf., TUPOA51 (2016).
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Recent workshops on ML for Particle Accelerators

https://conf.slac.stanford.edu/icfa-ml-2018

https://www.cockcroft.ac.uk/events/ICPA

https://conf.slac.stanford.edu/icfa-ml-2018
https://www.cockcroft.ac.uk/events/ICPA
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Computational Reproducibility

• Members of the audience know this topic better than I do

– therefore, I won’t presume to lecture you

• The topic is neglected by particle accelerator designers

– improvement would reduce risk for future projects

– RadiaSoft is working to improve computational reproducibility

• both internally and for the particle accelerator design community
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• We provide Dockerized codes:
– beam physics:                                 elegant/SDDS,  Warp,  Synergia

– X-ray optics & synch. radiation:    SRW,  Shadow

– free electron lasers (FEL):               Genesis

– Machine learning:                          Keras, TensorFlow

• Distribution of containers via Docker Hub
– https://hub.docker.com/r/radiasoft

– relevant container:  radiasoft/beamsim-jupyter

• Public JupyterHub server
– https://jupyter.radiasoft.org

– many accelerator physics codes are pre-installed

Docker & JupyterHub for Particle Accelerator Codes

https://hub.docker.com/r/radiasoft
https://jupyter.radiasoft.org/
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Jupyter NB invoking Keras/TensorFlow for toy accelerator
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Enabling reproducibility for accelerator codes

• A single code with simple workflow

– scientist #2 will initially get the same results as scientist #1

– if simulation is properly archived, then many scientists can benefit

• What is required (assuming minimum effort from scientists)?

– make community codes publicly available, pre-installed

– provide a state-of-the-art GUI

• ease of use (required for adoption)

• constrain the workflow (always enable export to Python CLI)

– cloud computing

• control the execution environment

• minimize development and maintenance costs (sustainability)

• Advantages of using the browser as your scientific UI

– enables “instantaneous collaboration” via URL sharing

• the first sharing event corresponds to first bullet above

• collaborative use case:  multiple back-and-forth sharing events

• student use case:  student repeatedly shares updates with mentor

– cross-platform development pain is confined to JavaScript issues
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The Sirepo cloud computing framework

• Open source, https://github.com/radiasoft/sirepo

• Freely available on public server, https://sirepo.com

– straightforward install of Sirepo on 3rd party systems

– install on your desktop:   > curl radia.run | bash -s sirepo

https://github.com/radiasoft/sirepo
https://sirepo.com/
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Magnetized Gun Booster
50 MeV Linac 

Cryomodule

De-chirperChirper

Ion Beam

1 Tesla Cooling Solenoid

Beam dump

JLab EIC Design:

Images courtesy of 

Jefferson Lab.
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• Consider magnetized electrons

– include all relevant real world effects

• e.g. incoming beam distribution

– include a wide range of parameters

– cannot succeed via brute force

• new theory is required

• Include key aspects of magnetized e- beam transport

– imperfect magnetization

– space charge

– field errors

Goals of friction force calculation:

from Zhang et al., MEIC design, arXiv (2012)

from Geller & Weisheit, Phys. Plasmas (1977)
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A new approach to the semi-analytic calculation 

of magnetized friction is under development
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D.L. Bruhwiler and S.D. Webb, “New algorithm for dynamical friction 

of ions in a magnetized electron beam,” in AIP Conf. Proc. 1812, 

050006 (2017); http://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.4975867

The momentum exchange between a single drifting ion and a single 

magnetized electron is calculated approximately via Hamiltonian perturbation 

theory. The Coulomb interaction Hc is the perturbation:

http://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.4975867
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The analytic result has been tested numerically 

and is a good approximation:

We use the Magnus expansion, as described by Alex Dragt in:  Lie Methods 
for Nonlinear Dynamics with Applications to Accelerator Physics.

The result is an analytic calculation of the ion momentum change.

Two approximations are made:

1. the scattering is perturbative

(horizontal axis)

2. the Larmor radius RL is smaller 

than the impact parameter

(vertical axis)
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Ongoing efforts wrt friction force calculations

• Numerically integrate over idealized e- distributions

– Monte Carlo integration over Dpion yields friction force

– compare results with asymptotic Derbenev & Skrinsky results

– compare results with parametric Parkhomchuk formula

• Consider simulated e- distributions

– these include complicated features, which cannot be

• Generalize the calculation to include other effects

– space charge forces

– magnetic field errors

– these can significantly reduce the friction force
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Planned use of ML & Deep Learning Frameworks

• Semi-analytic calculation of dynamic friction is too slow

– rapid calculation is needed for millions of turns in ion ring

– previous work:  reduced or parametric models (inadequate)

• New approach:  develop a neural network model

– we’ll have to train it on simulated ‘data’

• We’ll parallelize the Monte Carlo integration

– initial implementation will be Python with Numba

• We’ll explore direct implementation via TensorFlow

– TensorFlow and Theano have been used for simple PDEs

– we’ll compare performance with Python on GPUs
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Thank You!

Questions?


